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"NEVER INTENDED TO BE APPLIED TO
THE WHITE
POPULATION": FIREARMS
REGULATION AND
RACIAL DISPARITY--THE REDEEMED
SOUTH'S LEGACY
TO A NATIONAL JURISPRUDENCE? [*]
Robert J. Cottrol [**] and Raymond T. Diamond [***]
I know something of the history of this legislation. The original Act of 1893 was
passed when there was a great influx of negro laborers in this State drawn here for
the purpose of working in turpentine and lumber camps. . . . [T]he Act was passed
for the purpose of disarming the negro laborers and to thereby reduce the
unlawful homicides that were prevalent in turpentine and saw-mill camps and to
give the white citizens in sparsely settled areas a better feeling of security. The
statute was never intended to be applied to the white population. . . . [I]t is a safe
guess to assume that more than 80% of the white men living in the rural sections
of Florida have violated this statute. . . . [T]here has never been, within my
knowledge, any effort to enforce the provisions of this statute as to white people,
because it has been generally conceded to be in contravention of the Constitution
and non-enforceable if contested. [1]

Introduction
This Paper is part of our ongoing effort [2] to explore the connections between racial conflict [3]
in American history and the evolution of the notion of the right to bear arms in American
constitutionalism. [4]Although there has been a growing awareness on the part of historians and
legal scholars of the connection between the attempt of Southern states to restrict the right to
bear arms on the part of newly emancipated blacks immediately after the Civil War and the

enactment of the Fourteenth Amendment and contemporaneous civil rights legislation, [5] the
study of the connection between racial conflict and the jurisprudence of the right to bear arms
has hardly begun.
This Paper hopes to begin that inquiry. It asks questions about the South during the eras of
Reconstruction and Redemption. To what extent did the white South, which had historically
attempted to prevent blacks from having access to firearms, [6] try to restrict black access to
arms after the enactment of the Fourteenth Amendment? [7]Were various statutes in Southern
states restricting either the carrying of concealed pistols or prohibiting the sale of certain types of
firearms [8] enacted with racial motives in mind? And if the motives behind these statutes were
racial, which of several possible racial motives played the predominate role in influencing this
type of legislation? Were legislators primarily concerned with maintaining traditional patterns of
racial control? Did they see provisions that would disarm blacks as measures that would deprive
blacks of the means of resisting the extra-legal violence that played such a crucial role in
Southern Redemption, the re-establishment of white rule in the South at the turn of the century?
[9] Or were measures that would work to disarm blacks enacted in response to the growing
stereotype of the Negro as brute, which began to expand in the white South's consciousness in
the years when Jim Crow was being implemented? [10] To what extent were Southern firearm
restrictions, like restrictions that were developing in other parts of the nation, [11] a response to
the view that new dangerous classes were beginning to emerge--classes that posed a danger not
only to the better elements of society, but indeed classes whose members needed to be protected
from the more vicious in their ranks?
If the motive behind restrictive firearms legislation raises interesting questions, the questions of
enforcement and the judicial response to such legislation raise even more questions. If, as Judge
Buford's concurrence indicated, these measures were enforced and only deemed acceptable with
a significant amount of racial discrimination, [12] the story of the judicial treatment of these
measures provides another chapter in the history of the evisceration of the notion of equal
protection in American constitutionalism during the Jim Crow era. [13] It also provides an
important chapter in the development of the jurisprudence of the right to keep and bear arms.
This Paper explores some of the questions raised by restrictive firearms legislation and the
response of state judiciaries to that legislation. It is especially concerned with whether the
experience of trying to fashion judicial doctrine that would sustain such legislation helped to
alter constitutional notions concerning the right to bear arms. Our research in this area is still in
the preliminary stages. For the most part, our conclusions are not definitive. Instead we intend to
outline what our findings suggest at this point in our research as an indication of future directions
that our research and, we hope, the research of others might take in this area.
That having been said, this Paper is divided into four parts. The first discusses the importance
and prevalence of arms in Southern history and how that importance early on was recognized in
state court jurisprudence in the region. The second part examines the enactment of state statutes
regulating the carrying and purchase of firearms during and after Reconstruction and examines
possible discriminatory motivations behind their passage. The third section examines judicial
efforts to reconcile the new postbellum restrictions on the right to bear arms with the South's
robust cultural and legal tradition supporting that right. The Paper's concluding section discusses

the difficulty of separating diverse racial and other motives behind the enactment of the statutes
under consideration, the judicial response to such statutes, and the adoption of Southern
precedents in this area in other jurisdictions.

I. Arms, Rights, and Race in Early Southern Law and
Culture
A. A Neglected Jurisprudence
The right to keep and bear arms presents something of a paradox in American law. The
ownership, and to a lesser extent the carrying, of firearms are indisputably a part of American
culture. In this, the last decade of the twentieth century, the United States is one of a handful of
modern, industrialized, western nations where firearms ownership is common--roughly fifty
percent of American homes are reported to contain at least one firearm. [14] There are also an
estimated 20,000 federal, state, and local statutes and ordinances regulating the ownership,
possession, carrying, and use of firearms. [15] Finally, there is the Second Amendment to the
Constitution and some forty-three analogous state provisions. [16]
Despite the prevalence of firearms and legislation directed at regulating firearms, the
jurisprudence of the Second Amendment remains amazingly thin. The Supreme Court has
pronounced directly on the subject in only three cases, the last occasion over fifty years ago. [17]
Second Amendment claims have received rather cursory dismissal in lower federal courts in
recent decades, [18] reflecting a combination of judicial hostility [19] and the predominance of
Second Amendment claims made by those involved in criminal activity. [20] The Second
Amendment has, in recent decades, attracted so little in the way of serious judicial or academic
commentary that it has caused one federal appellate judge to call it "the orphan of the bill of
rights." [21] Indeed, one leading constitutional scholar has called his discussion of the
constitutional provision, "the Embarrassing Second Amendment." [22]
If there is little in the way of serious federal jurisprudence concerning the right to arms, the
situation with respect to state court jurisprudence has been quite the reverse. From the early years
of the nineteenth century until the present, state courts have had to wrestle with the complexities
of reconciling a right with obvious dangers and perceived needs for regulation in the interest of
public safety. State supreme courts have dealt with such issues as what kind of weapons were
protected, [23] whether or not the right extended to the carrying of concealed weapons, [24] and
whether or not the right to arms could be denied to aliens [25] or to those with previous criminal
convictions. [26] The states have developed a widely contrasting jurisprudence. The Supreme
Judicial Court of Massachusetts has held that the state's right to keep and bear arms provision
[27] was meant to apply only to the state's militia, in effect nullifying any potential that provision
was meant to have to safeguard an individual right to arms. In 1980 the Oregon Supreme Court
interpreted that state's provision [28] as safeguarding virtually every type of weapon not
outlawed by federal statute. [29] The jurisprudence of most state courts has tended to fall
between these two poles. [30]

B. Antebellum Constitutional and Statutory Enactments

As they entered the period of Reconstruction, it was clear that, like their Northern sisters, the
Southern states had long recognized the right, even the duty, to keep and carry arms. This right
and duty were occasioned in part by the utility of arms in providing for the common defense
against threats both from without and within. In the antebellum period, the threat from without
was shared by Northern and Southern states, for both were threatened by the existence and
possible responses of the Native American population and by foreign powers with designs on
and, indeed, footholds in North America. [31] The threat from within, however, was not shared,
for the South's large population of slaves constituted a potential danger to the free white
population, a danger that had to be controlled. [32] Thus, the Southern states had long
experimented with measures designed to disarm their black population, both slave and free. [33]
For these states, firearms regulation was not tabula rasa and gun control would be an active
consideration.
If the Southern states actively undertook firearms regulation before the Civil War, such
legislation was not authorized explicitly by state constitutions. By negative inference,
legislatures in Virginia, Delaware, Maryland, Georgia, and Louisiana had constitutional power in
this area, for the antebellum constitutions of none of these states explicitly recognized a right to
keep and bear arms. [34] Yet even the earliest constitutions of each of these states recognized the
existence and importance of the militia in the scheme of constitutional liberty. Such recognition
by implication spoke to and perhaps recognized a right to arms. A "well-regulated militia," stated
the Virginia Bill of Rights, would be "composed of the body of the people, trained to arms." [35]
The Delaware constitution made no such declaration, but recognized the militia's existence in
authorizing its officers to hold seats in the legislature if elected [36] and recognized the militia's
importance by forbidding standing armies "without the consent of the legislature." [37] Like the
Virginia constitution, the Maryland constitution declared that the militia "is the proper and
natural defence of a free government." [38] The Virginia Bill of Rights declared the militia a
"safe" [39] defense as well, to be contrasted with that to be provided by a standing army. Such
armies, at least in time of peace, were denominated both in Virginia and Maryland as "dangerous
to liberty." [40] Louisiana is the sole exception among this group in that it maintained and gave
constitutional recognition to, but did not constitutionally and explicitly recognize, the importance
of a militia. [41] Thus, at least in these states that spoke to the importance of a militia, a right to
bear arms might be inferred from this importance, and the regulation of firearms might be limited
by the importance of the militia in the very maintenance of the state.
Yet if these states recognized a right to bear arms only by implication, other states would do so
explicitly. The North Carolina Constitution of 1776 declared that "the people have a right to bear
arms, for the defence of the State." [42] Kentucky's constitutions of 1792 and 1799 stated a right
of "citizens to bear arms in defence of themselves and the State. . . ." [43] Mississippi in 1817
and 1832, [44] Kentucky in 1850, [45] and Texas in 1836 [46] declared the right to bear arms in
similar language, and Missouri in 1820 declared this right to belong to "the people." [47]
An important distinction among these statutes is that only some of them explicitly spoke to a
right to individual self-defense. This difference would take on significance as state courts
encountered questions of the legitimacy of states controlling the use and carriage of firearms. A
second distinction, between rights belonging to "the people" and those belonging to "citizens,"

arguably makes no difference, [48] but calls into question whether other distinctions might be
made between the people or the citizens, on the one hand, and others.
Certainly, such distinctions were made. Setting aside the accuracy of Chief Justice Taney's
dictum in the Dred Scott case, that persons of African descent were not, at the time of the
Revolution and the framing of the Constitution, part of "the people" and thus not citizens of the
United States as a nation, [49] it was increasingly apparent throughout the antebellum period that
Southern states did not consider even free blacks to be citizens of the states themselves.
This was certainly the case in North Carolina, as State v. Newsom, [50] an 1844 case involving
the right to bear arms, indicates. In Newsom, the North Carolina Supreme Court decided the
constitutionality of a statute requiring a license for free blacks to keep or carry arms. [51] The
North Carolina Constitution of 1776 provided in part "[t]hat the people have a right to bear arms,
for the defense of the State . . . ." [52] Only a year previous, the court had determined that this
right included an individual right. [53] In Newsom, however, the court determined that although
this individual right to arms extended to "the people" and thus to all citizens, free blacks were not
citizens and were thus excluded from exercising the right.
Other states, too, denied blacks the right to arms that was guaranteed all citizens. Newly
constituted as a state and fresh with the egalitarian ideals of the Revolution, Tennessee in its
original constitution declared in 1796 a right of all "freemen" to bear arms for the common
defense. [54] Tennessee would be explicit in 1834 by limiting the right to "free white men." [55]
This was the tack taken by Arkansas in 1836 and Florida in 1838, which in identical language
declared "[t]hat the free white men of this State shall have a right to keep and to bear arms for
their common defence." [56]
One way or another, then, either because states had been explicit about limiting the right to bear
arms to free white men or because blacks were defined outside the class of citizen, the
antebellum legislatures of the Southern states were free to control the access of their black
population to firearms, and they exercised this freedom. At one end of the spectrum of controls
was Mississippi, which forbade arms to both slaves and free blacks after 1852. [57] At the other
end was Kentucky, which did not legislate the possession and carrying of arms by blacks, but
instead provided that a slave or free black who "willfully and maliciously" shot at a white person
would suffer the death penalty. [58] Between these two choices were a variety of alternatives.
Slaves were generally governed under less restrictive measures, perhaps on the theory that they
were already under the supervision of their masters. [59] Free blacks fared harshly under
antebellum firearms controls, [60] as they did generally under Southern regimes, [61] in which
they served as a threat to the system of racial oppression, both because they served as a bad
example to slaves and because they might instigate or participate in a rebellion by their slave
brethren. [62] Free blacks were subject to a variety of measures meant to limit black access to
firearms through licensure or to eliminate such access through outright prohibitions on firearms
ownership. [63]

C. Judicial Interpretation in a Region at Arms

It was in the South as a region that state courts first began the effort to reconcile the right to arms
with restrictions designed to promote public safety. This effort began the still largely unrealized
project of transforming the notion of a right to arms from an object of Whiggish political theory
[64] to a matter of workable jurisprudence. In many ways it was natural that the South would
play this pioneering role. If guns and a right to arms have been a peculiar part of American
culture, [65] they have been perhaps even more distinctively a part of the lawways and folkways
of the South. [66] Almost from the beginning, the unique need to maintain white domination in
the nation's first truly multi-racial society [67] led the South to a greater vigor with respect to the
private possession of arms and to the universal depulization of the white population as a means
of insuring racial control. [68] This pattern would begin long before the American evolution and
the subsequent adoption of the Second Amendment. [69]
And it would continue and be strengthened well into the nineteenth century. After the War of
1812, at a time when national commentators came to decry the decreased willingness of the
population as a whole to participate in militia training and to fear that neglect might erode either
the right to arms or the effectiveness of private arms in resisting potential tyranny, [70] the
practice of widespread active militia [71] participation would remain a vigorous part of Southern
culture.
Southern culture would also come to sanction the use of arms in contexts that went far beyond
either personal or communal defense. For white men, the use of arms to resolve personal
disputes and the frequent preference for dueling instead of use of the courts to redress insults and
other slights, real or perceived, helped lend a different flavor to the Southern experience with
arms--a flavor that was remarkable even in a nation distinguished by widespread firearms
ownership and use. [72]
It was in this Southern atmosphere that in so many ways encouraged the use of arms, that
legislative bodies first came to consider, on a widespread level, limits on the right to arms. The
first set of limits were widespread throughout the South and generally agreed upon, that blacks
whether slave or free would have severely limited access to firearms. [73] This form of firearms
control provoked little controversy in the white South, even amongst slave-owners who felt
secure enough to allow their own slaves to possess firearms and hunt on their land. [74]
But it was the attempt of some Southern legislatures to regulate the behavior of whites, to set
limits on the manner in which white people could carry arms, that brought about controversy and
an attempt to develop a jurisprudence that balanced the right to arms with legislation done in the
interest of public safety. Three cases construing legislation of this period bear enduring
significance. Two, Aymette v. State [75] and Nunn v. State, [76] pioneered analytical constructs
that face even today's state and federal courts. The third, Bliss v. Commonwealth, [77] represents
the road not taken.
In Bliss, at issue was the construction of the Kentucky constitutional proscription "[t]hat the right
of the citizens to bear arms in defence of themselves and the State, shall not be questioned." [78]
Bliss had been charged with carrying a sword in a cane, in violation of a statute forbidding the
carrying of concealed weapons. [79] The Kentucky Supreme Court found the statute
unconstitutional, although it left undisturbed the carrying of many sorts of arms under other

circumstances. Unconstitutionality did not require "a prohibition against bearing arms in every
possible form . . . [for] whatever restrains the full and complete exercise of that right, though not
[a complete] destruction of it, is forbidden. . . ." [80] The Kentucky Supreme Court thus viewed
the right to bear arms as an absolute, and Bliss represents the maximum extension of the right,
against which less extensive interpretations are measured. [81]
By contrast, in Aymette v. State, [82] the Tennessee Supreme Court adopted a more flexible
interpretation of the right to arms. Faced with judging the constitutionality of a statute that
prohibited carrying, among other concealed weapons, Bowie knives, [83] the Aymette court
construed in two respects the Tennessee constitutional provision that "the free white men of [the]
State have a right to keep and to bear arms for their common defence." [84]
The first was the constitutionality of prohibiting the carrying of concealed weapons. The court
held that a prohibition on concealed weapons was a valid exercise of the legislature's police
powers. The right to bear arms in defense of the state was the right to bear them openly, for "[t]o
bear arms in defence of the State is to employ them in war . . . [and to do so, such arms] must
necessarily be borne openly." [85] Wearing concealed weapons, the court maintained, was
manifestly different. [86] Moreover, the court held:
To hold that the Legislature could pass no law upon this subject by which to
preserve the public peace, and protect our citizens from the terror which a wanton
and unusual exhibition of arms might produce, or their lives from being
endangered by desperadoes with concealed arms, would be to pervert a great
political right to the worst of purposes, and to make it a social evil of infinitely
greater extent to society, than would result from abandoning the right itself. [87]
The Aymette court also sustained the statute as to the constitutionality of singling out some
weapons and not others. [88] Drawing the distinction between those weapons suited for civilized
warfare and thus protected as "arms" under the state constitution and those which were not, the
court found that the Bowie knife fell in the latter category. [89] It was a distinction that would
later be adopted by the United States Supreme Court in United States v. Miller. [90]
Nunn v. State [91] involved a similar Georgia statute [92] passed in 1837 restricting the sale and
carrying of concealable weapons. Significantly, though Georgia's constitution provided for a
militia, [93] it failed entirely to mention a right to arms. Nonetheless, Judge Joseph Henry
Lumpkin, writing for the Georgia Supreme Court, wrote that the "priviledge of keeping and
bearing arms in defence of themselves and their country" was in effect a fundamental right of the
citizens of the nation, a right created neither by the various state constitutions that recognized it
nor by the Second Amendment of the United States Constitution. [94] Indeed, though contrary to
the United States Supreme Court's holding in Barron v. Baltimore, [95] which held that the Bill
of Rights established rights against the federal government and not the states, [96] Lumpkin held
that the Second Amendment proscribed even state legislation restricting the open carrying of
arms and that such legislation restricting concealed weapons was constitutional. [97]
The evidence from the antebellum era complicates our efforts to determine the motives of those
who passed restrictive firearms legislation later in the century. The antebellum South was a

society with a robust tradition of bearing arms, calling on the citizen to maintain social order and
a tolerance for extra-legal violence. Southern constitutional law recognized the importance of the
right to bear arms with perhaps even greater vigor than the nation as a whole. At the same time
even, in the antebellum era, Southern legislators and jurists began to recognize the desirability of
placing limits, and given the cultural milieu, we are forced to wonder whether these were more
honored in the breach than by the observance of that right. The mixed legal and cultural legacy
of the antebellum South suggests no easy answers in determining motive in the decades that
would follow.

II. Postbellum Development of Restrictive
Interpretations
of the Right to Bear Arms
A. Accommodating Freedom in the Immediate Post-Civil War Era
By the end of the Civil War, the white South knew that slavery was doomed. President Lincoln's
Emancipation Proclamation had in 1863 ordered the freedom of all slaves in that part of the
Confederacy not under Union authority. [98] But even before Lincoln's proclamation, even
temporary Union ascendancy in a Confederate locale meant de facto emancipation of slaves.
Thus, with the Emancipation Proclamation, Lincoln made explicit what many had assumed all
along, what the white South saw as a threat, and what black slaves came to count on: the Civil
War was a war to end slavery. [99]
It was important to white Southerners, however, to maintain as much of the status quo as
possible. If freedom for the slaves was inevitably to come, in the form of the Thirteenth
Amendment as it did or otherwise, Southern legislatures did their best to assure that such
freedom at best would be nominal. With passage of the "Black Codes," Southern legislatures
tried to guarantee that the freedmen would assume nearly their same positions as slaves.
The Black Codes included laws limiting the rights of blacks: restrictions on the right to testify
against whites, [100] the allowance of onerous enforcement of labor contracts, [101] restrictions
on the right to travel, to assemble, and to engage in certain businesses, [102] and the requirement
that blacks work for and be responsible to whites. [103] Racial restrictions such as these found
their way as well into state constitutions passed at the end of the Civil War [104] and, similar to
like statutory law, were intended to achieve the effect of keeping blacks in their place.
Yet whatever their degree of discomfort with the arming of slaves or free blacks before
emancipation and whatever racist provisions found their way into legislation or other provisions
of constitutional law after emancipation, manipulation of their constitutions respecting the right
to arms was not a universal device among the Southern States. Virginia effected no change in
that article of its Bill of Rights recognizing the right to arms. [105] South Carolina broke with the
example of previous, its constitutions of 1776, 1778, and 1790, to establish with the Constitution
of 1868 the right to keep and bear arms for the common defense. [106] Mississippi and North
Carolina essentially effected no change in the constitutional right to arms. What had been a right
of "every citizen" to bear arms for self-defense and common defense under the Mississippi

constitutions of 1817 and 1832 [107] became a right of "all persons" to self-defense in the
constitution of 1868. [108] North Carolina merely replaced the 1776 constitutional provision
"[t]hat the people have a right to bear arms for the defense of the State" [109] with the language
of the Second Amendment. [110]
Yet concerns about arms in the hands of blacks made their way into other constitutions
promulgated in the years after the Civil War, when the confederate states were under occupation
by union forces. Racial animus seems to have motivated two distinct patterns of constitutional
changes in the right to arms. The first is demonstrated in Arkansas and Florida, where there was
initial contraction of the right and later expansion on a non-racial basis. In 1864 Arkansas
continued the restriction of the right to arms to free white men, [111] but in 1868 extended the
right to the citizens of the state. [112] In 1865 Florida eliminated the right to bear arms
altogether, [113] but in 1868 returned the right to bear arms to its constitution, extending the
right from one in favor of the common defense to include the right to self-defense. [114]
The second and more prominent pattern of constitutional development respecting the right to
arms was an initial expansion of the right on a non-racial basis, only later to provide for
ostensibly nonracial restrictions of the right. Tennessee lies outside but approaches the pattern,
for the state called but one constitutional convention in the early post-war years. As a result of
that convention, the 1870 Constitution expanded the right to arms to all citizens from all free
white men, but at the same time it provided that the legislature would "have the power, by law, to
regulate the wearing of arms with a view to prevent crime." [115]
Other states, however, fit the pattern exactly. Georgia, for example, in 1865 explicitly instituted a
constitutional right to arms, [116] a right previously recognized as fundamental in Nunn v. State
[117] but which had not been enshrined in the state constitution. The new provision adopted the
language of the Second Amendment [118] and in effect confirmed the reasoning of Nunn. Yet, in
1868 Georgia provided as well that the legislature had the authority to "prescribe by law the
manner in which arms may be borne," [119] thus rejecting the absolutist position of Nunn. Texas
in 1866 reinstituted the right to bear arms for self-defense and common defense [120] and in
1868 added the proviso that the legislature might regulate the right. [121] Louisiana in 1864
declared that "[a]ll able-bodied men shall be armed and disciplined for its defence," [122]
liberalizing the rule of previous constitutions limiting the duty to be armed to free white men.
[123] Yet the Louisiana Constitution of 1868 eliminated the duty of able-bodied males to be
armed and provided instead that the legislature organize the militia of the state; [124] able men
of requisite age would merely be "subject to military duty" at the discretion of the state. [125]
The South's history of slavery, its passage of post-war black codes, and its collective resistance
to racial equality render suspicious these modifications and contractions of the right to arms and
indeed, given the South's history of racially oriented firearms restrictions in antebellum history,
renders these new constitutional provisions especially so. Yet it is not clear that the South's
motivation was solely or even primarily a racial one. As has been suggested in Part I of this
Paper, violence was endemic to Southern society, [126] and lawmakers may well have had a
genuine interest in reducing both the level and the effect of such violence.

Such an interest is suggested by constitutional provisions aimed at curtailing dueling, a practice
that already was illegal in most states but nonetheless continued. [127] Anti-dueling provisions
appeared even in constitutions that did not contract the right to arms. In Arkansas, for example,
the 1864 Constitution that continued to limit the right to bear arms to free white men [128] also
provided that duelists and those who issued challenges to duel, as well as any who might second
or otherwise aid a duelist, would be denied the rights of voting and of holding public office.
[129] North Carolina, which adopted the language of the Second Amendment in its Constitution
of 1868, [130] simultaneously adopted a provision denying those participating in duels the right
to hold public office. [131]
Such provisions were also adopted in Tennessee in 1870 [132] and Texas after Reconstruction in
1876 [133] as part of constitutions that contracted the right to bear arms. [134] Yet dueling was a
problem among whites and not blacks in the South, [135]and any racial animus that might have
existed respecting blacks and the right to bear arms did not exist with respect to dueling. A
commonality between authority for the legislature to "regulate the wearing of arms with a view
to prevent crime," [136] as adopted in constitutions that contracted the right to bear arms, and
disqualification from voting and office holding is the incentive to eliminate illegal activity. This
incentive would be a completely legitimate one for the constitution makers in the postbellum
period.

B. Constitutional Change and the Right to Arms
If white Southerners after the Civil War desired to maintain, as closely as possible, their former
slaves' legal status, they realized too that obvious and direct measures to this end would be seen
to violate the Fourteenth Amendment and so be ineffective. The constitutions adopted by the
Southern states after the Fourteenth Amendment came into effect or in anticipation of its
ratification were not explicit in any discrimination against blacks, and neither were the laws the
Southern states adopted.
Before the Fourteenth Amendment, these states had been free to enact discriminatory weapons
restrictions as an instrument of racial subjugation. Mississippi in 1865, for example, required
blacks not in military service to obtain a license to carry firearms, ammunition, and certain other
lethal weapons. [137] Louisiana in 1865 prohibited any black not in military service from
carrying any kind of weapon without the approval of an employer and the local chief of patrol.
[138] Alabama made it entirely unlawful for any black "to own fire-arms, or carry about his
person a pistol or other deadly weapon." [139] Whites in no Southern state were restricted in like
fashion. Such explicitly racial restrictions could not survive Fourteenth Amendment scrutiny,
however. A new tack was needed if racial discrimination in the control of arms was to prevail.
Such a tack had been hinted at in Nunn v. State [140] and in Aymette v. State, [141] cases
involving firearms control statutes in the antebellum era. These cases each involved statutes
restricting the carrying of concealed weapons, and each had determined that the right to bear
arms was not absolute. Aymette, construing the right to bear arms for the common defense of the
state, had suggested that the right to bear arms was only the right to bear them publicly and that
the only arms one had the right to bear were those useful in warfare. [142] Nunn posited a right
to bear arms in favor of both self-defense and the common defense and agreed that the state

might restrict the carrying of concealed weapons as a matter of police power. [143] Hence, a
state might well restrict all weapons of certain character and might even restrict all weapons that
were concealed.

III. Judicial Response to a Changing Right to Arms
The response of the Arkansas judiciary to legislative restrictions on the right to arms serves as a
proxy for the response of the judiciary of the Southern states to such restrictions. An examination
of the relevant opinions reveals that the insistence of most of the Southern states on making
explicit the prerogative of the legislature to restrict the right to bear arms may have been
unnecessary. It reveals also that the analytical construct pioneered in Aymette and Nunn served
not only to legitimate genuine concerns of the legislature respecting safety, violence, crime, and
inappropriate conduct, but also to mask concerns respecting the carrying of weapons by the
state's black citizens.
Under a statute passed on February 16, 1875, the Arkansas legislature provided as follows:
That any person who shall wear or carry any pistol of any kind whatever, or any
dirk, butcher or bowie knife, or a sword or a spear in a cane, brass or metal
knucks, or razor, as a weapon, shall be adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor. . . .
Provided, that nothing herein . . . shall be so construed as to prohibit any person
wearing or carrying any weapon aforesaid on his own premises, or to prohibit
persons traveling through the country, carrying such weapons while on a journey
with their baggage, or to prohibit . . . any person summoned by [an officer of the
law] to assist in the execution of any legal process. [144]
That the statute was passed less than a year after the Arkansas Constitution of 1874 was ratified
is not material to the legitimacy of the statute, for the Arkansas constitutional provision
providing for a right to bear arms had gone essentially unchanged since its original incarnation in
1836. The original constitution had provided "[t]hat the free white men of [the] State shall have a
right to keep and to bear arms for their common defence," [145] as did the Constitution of 1864;
[146] the sole change in this provision effected by the Constitution of 1868, a change adopted as
well by the Constitution of 1874, was that the right no longer attended to the "free white men" of
the state, but instead to "the citizens." [147] Thus, the legislature had no more constitutional
power after the 1874 Constitution to restrict the rights of those whose rights were protected than
it did before. [148]
When a criminal defendant charged with carrying a pistol or pocket revolver questioned the
constitutionality of the statute in Fife v. State, [149] the Arkansas Supreme Court made short
work of the arguments that the statute violated the Second Amendment and that it violated the
Arkansas constitutional provision. As to the former argument, the court implicitly rejected the
reasoning of Nunn v. State [150] and, citing Barron v. Baltimore, [151] declared the statute
beyond the scope of the Second Amendment's protection. [152] As to the suggestion that the
statute violated the state provision, the court cited Aymette v. State [153] for the proposition that
all arms were not protected, but only those "to be exercised by the people in a body for their
common defense." [154] The only arms protected were those that constituted "ordinary military

equipments." [155] A pistol might be distinguished from the repeaters used by the army and
navy in the Civil War, for such repeaters had shown themselves in practice to be useful in
warfare; a pistol, declared the court, "was not an arm for war purposes" and thus was susceptible
of a ban on carrying in public. [156]
This distinction between ordinary pistols and pistols like those used in war was crucial in Wilson
v. Arkansas, [157] decided in 1878. Wilson argued that his conviction for carrying a pistol in
violation of the 1875 statute was void because the trial judge failed to instruct the jury that "if
they believed from the evidence, that the pistol carried by him was an army size pistol, such as
are commonly used in warfare, they should acquit." [158] The appellate court agreed, declaring
that to prohibit "a citizen from wearing or carrying a war arm [in public] . . . is an unwarranted
restriction upon his constitutional right to keep and bear arms." [159]
The court suggested in dicta that there were limits to its statement of the unreasonable nature of
unconcealed carrying restrictions, for "[n]o doubt in time of peace, persons might be prohibited
from wearing war arms to places of public worship, or elections, etc." [160] On this point the
Arkansas court agreed with the Supreme Court of Tennessee:
While the private right to keep and use such weapons as we have indicated as
arms, is given as a private right, its exercise is limited by the duties and
proprieties of social life, and such arms are to be used in the ordinary mode in
which used in the country, and at the usual times and places. [161]
The legislature in 1881 finally adopted statutorily the standard laid down by the courts when it
forbade, with exceptions, the wearing or carrying of "any such pistol as used in the army or navy
of the United States" except uncovered and in the hand. [162] In response to an appeal by a
defendant who had been convicted of carrying such a weapon openly in a holster buckled around
his waist, the Arkansas Supreme Court in an 1882 case, Haile v. State, [163] declared the
restriction a reasonable one, within the limits of the Arkansas constitution. The legislature, the
court found, had perceived a danger that armed citizens had the means to do violence to their
fellows upon any offense. The court looked to the reasons that underlay the right to bear arms to
evaluate the legislature's judgment that only military weapons might be carried and only openly
and in the hand.
"The constitutional provision," the court found, "sprung from the former tyrannical practice, on
the part of governments, of disarming the subjects, so as to render them powerless against
oppression . . . [and was] not intended to afford citizens the means of prosecuting, more
successfully, their private broils. . . ." [164] Thus, the legislature, mindful of the perceived
danger of increased levels of violence, reached a constitutionally acceptable balance between
achieving the purposes of the constitutional provision and achieving safety, "by conceding the
right to keep such arms, and to bear or use them at will, upon one's own premises, and restricting
the rights to wear them elsewhere in public." [165]
Haile achieved two ends, perhaps both intended by the legislature, both an example for the
future, but only one to arguably salutary effect and the other not. The first end was that Haile had
achieved a clear formula, albeit one presaged by Aymette v. State [166] forty years earlier, for

testing and validating firearms regulation. The restriction would be judged against the civic end
to be accomplished by the constitutional provision, and the restriction would be valid if it did not
deny entirely the right to use a protected weapon, perhaps even all protected weapons.
The second end carried a pernicious effect. The period of Reconstruction and later Redemption
was marked by racial violence in a way that the period of slavery was not. Violence on the part
of the Ku Klux Klan and other nightriding terrorists were instruments of the oppression of the
former slaves and of the maintenance of the Southern way of life. The right to bear arms had
been intended by the champions of the freedmen as a hedge against oppression by their former
masters, and the right had in fact functioned to this end. White Southerners recognized this, and
both the authorities and nightriders sought to confiscate arms from those blacks who had them
and often to kill or otherwise cow those who would not give them up. The Arkansas legislature
had made clear that restrictions on those weapons that were not useful in war were
constitutionally valid. With Haile, they had combined to render safe the high quality, expensive,
military issue handguns that many former Confederate soldiers still maintained but that were
often out of financial reach for cash poor freedmen. [167]

IV. The Enduring Legacy?
The model of gun control that emerged from the redeemed South is a model of distrust for the
South's untrustworthy and unredeemed class, a class deemed both different and inferior, the class
of Americans of African descent. There are indications that this model was followed elsewhere
in the nation. These indications may be found in the treatment of southern and eastern European
immigrants to America in the early twentieth century in the state and city that had been both a
point of entry and the point of settlement for many of them, New York.
If the white South saw blacks as a threat, the country as a whole saw southern and eastern
Europeans in similar terms. For this reason, in part, the numbers of such immigrants were subject
to significant limits. [168] Beyond this, these immigrants were associated with mental
deficiency, with crime, and most dangerously, with the sort of anarchist inspired crime that was
feared in Europe, such as political assassination and politically motivated robberies. [169]
In New York, these fears found expression in the passage of the Sullivan Law in 1911. [170] Of
statewide dimension, the Sullivan Law was aimed at New York City, where the large foreign
born population was deemed susceptible to peculiarly susceptible and perhaps inclined to vice
and crime. The statute went beyond the practice of many gun control statutes by not only
prohibiting the carrying of concealed weapons, but also requiring a permit for ownership or
purchase of weapons. [171] It is not without significance that the first person convicted under the
statute was a member of one of the suspect classes, an Italian immigrant. [172]
If the story of New York's Sullivan Law suggests that a fear of and a desire to control suspect
classes of undesirables bears likeness to the story of the white South's ventures into gun control
in the Reconstruction and post-Reconstruction periods, it is true as well that the Sullivan Law,
like the Southern statutory and constitutional provisions inaugurated in those periods, spoke to
what on its surface was a legitimate societal goal in advancing the cause of public safety. Such
goals would be argued in later years with the passage of the National Firearms Act of 1934 [173]

and in the 1960s and beyond, when concerns with "Saturday Night Specials" [174] and with
"assault weapons" [175] would take center stage. If safety concerns must be conceded, it should
be recognized as well that local governments have sought to ban firearms from what is
frequently considered one of today's untrustworthy and suspect classes, the urban poor. [176]
The extent of these correspondences is a subject that should engender more research both of
historical and legal scholars. The question for such scholars is whether the freedom to pursue
individual rights should ever be regulated in accordance with whether the citizens are deemed
worthy of exercising them.
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